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g #Repealed g We Made History

Now Separate Church & State
and End All Inequality
A

s Frederick Douglass said, “if there is no struggle,
there is no progress” – the landslide for repeal was the
product of a massive and inspiring social movement
that erupted after the death of Savita. ROSA and Ruth
Coppinger TD contributed to this movement by leading
a campaign of civil disobedience with the abortion pills,
which brought the reality of abortion happening on this
island every day centre-stage, a central factor in the
crucial 12 weeks on request proposal.
Now, as well as campaigning to ensure that the
legislation and implementation of abortion provision
actually enable free access to all who require it, we need to
build a movement for the full separation of Church and
State. Varadkar and the conservative political
establishment fear and oppose such wholesale change.
...Continued overleaf

ROSA

We Made History
Socialist Feminist Forum
12-4pm Sat 3 Nov

Street 66, Parliament St. D2
Speakers on: global feminist revolt; housing movement; trans
rights; why we need anti-capitalism in our feminism & more
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Sex Education & Secular Schools
School students receiving oldfashioned sex education that
excludes LGBTQ lives cannot wait
for change to happen over decades.
Just like the pro-choice demand was
crucial to winning repeal and
abortion rights, similarly school
students, trade union activists in
schools and hospitals, trans
healthcare activists etc. must take
action to demand their full rights to
secular and free public education
and healthcare now, not the dim and
distant future.

Challenge the profit-motive
The Gardaí’s role in violently
removing peaceful housing
protesters from an occupation in
Dublin city centre illustrates the
state’s protection of the wealthy
elite’s profiteering. The struggle for a
secular and equal society must at
once be a challenge to the private
ownership of wealth. Kick the
church out of schools and hospitals
and tax vast wealth and profits to
develop quality, free public services
and enact a major state house
building programme to solve the
housing and homelessness crisis.

Abortion Rights in North – We Won't be Left Behind!
Eleanor Malone - ROSA, Belfast
n 1967, the Abortion Act was
Ia introduced
in Britain oﬀ the back of
massive women’s and trade union
movement, retaining the original
1861 abortion ban, but regulating
abortion access through the NHS.
The Abortion Act was never extended
to Northern Ireland.
Today people are questioning
whether abortion belongs within
criminal law at all. BPAS has said the
pills are safe to self-administer at home,
yet pregnant people can receive jail

sentences for using them. ROSA
activists exposed the limitation of the
current law when they took the pills
outside Belfast Laganside Courts in
May 2018.
The inspiring “Yes” for Repeal has
pressurised politicians to provide
abortion access free on the health
service in the North. A majority of
both Catholics and Protestants support
liberalising abortion laws – we need to
build united grassroots movements to
demand decriminalisation and ensure
the sectarian parties cannot create new
barriers to access in Northern Ireland.

Trans Rights, Healthcare & Bodily Autonomy

By Ollie Bell, ROSA Dublin & coorganiser of Dublin’s first Trans Pride
he landslide Yes for repeal shows the
Tmovement.
power of a radical, grassroots
But we are not done yet.
Trans people still face huge
discrimination within the healthcare
system.

Being transgender is still treated
like a mental illness, with trans people
being denied HRT because they don’t
fit into the “true transgender” mould.
Repeal was a win for bodily autonomy,
now we need to extend that same
battle to trans healthcare. Trans rights
will not be won through pandering
to conservative politicians, they will

not be won with a Google Pride float,
but with a strong movement from
below.
Stonewall was a rebellion against
the system that tried to keep trans and
queer people hidden. We too must
reject the capitalist system that tries to
keep us down.

Global Feminist Revolt & Socialist Feminism
f we stop, the world stops!” was the
“I
rally cry of the six million strong
“feminist strike” in Spain – against
wage inequality and gender based
violence in March 2018.
In the months following this
unprecedented strike we have seen an
escalation of the global feminist revolt –
a new generation are fighting for
equality, reflected in the repeal
movement and an incredible one
million taking to the streets in
Argentina, in August 2018.

We’ve had Enough
The aspirations of these movements are
epitomised in this comment from an
activist from Argentina, “In Argentina
every 18 hours a woman is killed for
being a woman. That is the main reason
the Ni Una Menos rally has started. We
fight to disavow every form of gender
based violence and to protect our right
to exist free of such violence. We fight
because there are women that have
“disappeared”. We fight for abortion
legislation. We fight for the end of the
gender pay gap”.

Putting Capitalism in the Dock
The reality is that if you are a woman
you are more likely to live in poverty, to
be a low-paid worker, to be a victim of
abuse. This is not accidental, the rigged
capitalist system has a vested interest in
the sexism, racism and division it
perpetuates; for example by pushing the
idea that the key role of women in

society is to be the free caretaker of
children, the elderly, the sick etc. This
meant that in 2017 the unpaid work of
women saved capitalism $10 trillion
globally – (the equivalent of the world's
third-largest economy).
The objectification of women’s
bodies and sexuality pushed by the
beauty, fashion and sex industry also
make billions in profits annually by
promoting dangerous and backward
gender roles and breeding a culture of
toxic masculinity.
82% of all wealth produced was

amassed by just 1% of the world's
population in 2017 – a stark
indictment of the system. Feminism
that doesn’t challenge capitalism has
no answers for the vast majority of
women.
ROSA stands for the building of
an international socialist feminist
movement that unites the working
class, the young, the LGBTQ
community. A struggle of this kind
would have the potential to transform
society and to break with a system
based on the ruthless pursuit of profit.

#MeToo -- End Victim Blaming & Macho Culture
By Rita Harrold, ROSA Dublin
n 2017 45% of facebook users in the
ITheUS
had a friend share a #MeToo story.
daily reality of sexual violence and
harassment has come to the fore
globally with survivors coming forward
to expose abuse and cover ups and in
court cases turned into media circuses
of victim-blaming.
When the Belfast rape trial ended in
acquittal, spontaneous protests drew large
crowds in Belfast, Dublin and elsewhere
under the banner ‘I believe her’, showing
the power of thousands take to the streets

in solidarity, not isolated dealing with
these issues alone.
The #MeToo
phenomenon has been
brought into concrete
organising with
McDonald’s workers in
the US striking over a
'sexual harassment
epidemic'. In the
Spanish State, two
powerful mass
mobilisations took place in
2018: a feminist strike in
March and a student strike

following the infamous
wolfpack case. These
examples are an
inspiration and can
enrich a global fight
for a socialist
world free from
sexism and
violence, either
interpersonal or
statesponsored, such
as police
brutality and
war.

WHAT WE STAND FOR
ROSA 15-POiNt PROgRAMMe

1 people must have a choice to access abortion

Abortion rights & bodily autonomy – pregnant

services for free as part of the public health service

2 sexual health services, including access to IVF
Fully free and available contraception and

on the public health service

3

Programme of secular, progressive, LGBTQ
inclusive sex education in schools

4 gender norms and heteronormative culture.
For full LGBTQ equality. Challenge rigid

Invest in housing and health services tailored for
LGBTQ youth. Trans folk need swift access to the
full healthcare they need, free in the public health
service, based on the informed consent model

5

Separate church and state. Independent,
representative and non-denominational
schools and hospital boards

6 in solidarity with all the victims of

11 and workplace based childcare, including

Develop quality, comprehensive community

after-school care, provided free by the state. A
living wage and full training for childcare workers

12 proﬁteering industries that perpetuate

Opposition to the sex and surrogacy global

patriarchal and racist power inequalities. Full
support for workers in those industries organising
for their rights

13 rape crisis services. Reverse all cuts to lone
Reverse all cuts to domestic violence and

parent allowance and massively increase parental
leave and beneﬁt. Tax the rich & proﬁts to fund
public services

14 house building project to provide

For massive state investment in a public

affordable homes for all to rent or buy. Housing is
a human right – eliminate the proﬁteering

Solidarity and struggle: We stand

capitalism and oppression globally.
People power movements are key to
social change

7 Islamophobia. Support
No to war, racism &

refugee rights, stand with the
traveller community, and end
direct provision now

15 change. Build a socialist-feminist

Feminising the ruling elite is not real

movement to challenge the oppression and
inequality that stems from the private
ownership of wealth. For a mass working-class
movement that unites workers, women, LGBTQ
people and all the oppressed to challenge
capitalism’s rule of the 1% super-rich and
destruction of the environment

8 culture, “slut-shaming”,

End the social ills of macho

street harassment, victim
blaming, and gender based
violence

9 lead in the #MeToo

Trade Unions must take a

movement to challenge sexual
harrassment in the workplace

10 jobs, ban zero-hour contracts and
Equal and decent pay in good

increase the minimum wage

Join ROSA today!
Text “ROSA” + your name & area to 087 6418519
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